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■ Recommended System Requirements HARDWARE: CPU: Intel i5-4670 or AMD Ryzen 3 1300X Graphics:
ATI Radeon RX 580 or GeForce GTX 1060 6GB RAM: 8 GB RAM SOFTWARE: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit OS X 10.9
or later 64-bit ■ Game System FINAL FANTASY III Original Sound Track Plus: This is an exact reproduction
of the original CD, with new images and liner notes. Field of View: This is the field of view of the game that
can be viewed in the field of view display. The larger the FOV, the wider the area that appears when the

camera zooms out. Camera Mode: You can switch among free camera and locked camera during the battle
and notice the difference. The free camera is displayed when you move in a direction and the camera is

locked when your target is displayed. Auto Healing Factor When you are at a low HP level, the game
automatically fixes the damage taken by an enemy or the user. Inventory You can see the status and

details of your items on the right side of the screen during the battle. Action Display Quickly see the status
of the action skills when you right click the skill slot. Locked Camera Display You can see the status of your
locked camera when you move the mouse. Sleep Mode You can view your HP and MP and hear the fanfare
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when your HP reaches 0, even when you are in Sleep Mode. Locked Dungeon Display You can see the
status of your locked dungeon when you move the mouse. Mana Cost Display You can see the status of
your mana when you move the mouse. Language The game is fully Japanese with English text, however,

the interface text appears in English. Hear the Voice You can select which voice to listen to for party
actions, such as the ability usage, item use, and skill use. *The game is compatible with the following

languages: Japanese, English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Traditional Chinese,
Simplified Chinese, Korean, and Korean. *Work Performance: The video card in this system is a Radeon RX
580 or GeForce GTX 1060 6GB. If the system environment is not suitable, such as in the case of a low-end

system or the use of a

Elden Ring Features Key:
A Myth* of Summoning. Level up as you fight, and develop and customize your own original character.

With the help of your spells, you can even create new tactics.
Play the game by yourself, or invite your friends to participate in the game together.*a Myth-Legend. The

mythical legend of the Elden race has been handed down by its users. Hyat, or Hora, a punisher of the
Dark Gods, was born from the heart of Elden. He aided Lytha, Elvira, Modem, and other Elden, who had

been raised by civilizations throughout history. The Elden race admired Hyat from afar as legend. Hyat has
survived the test of time, and you will be able to wield the power of Hyat as an Elden Lord through your

exceptional capabilities, and join him in combat.
Fantasy Action RPG With an emphasis on Character Development. With the system of combining weapons

and armor, you can freely customize your character's appearance and growth.
An Advanced System of Multiplayer RPG. Multiplayer with other players, direct sharing of certain data, and

even communications with nearby players.
A Vast World that Continuously Changes. Explore the world and unravel the mystery of the Lands Between.

An Adventure You Can Customize. Customize your weapons, armor, and magic on the go.
An Epic Story born from a Myth in the Lands Between. A multilayered story of travel together, multiple war

routes, betrayal, and discovery.
An Online World that Allows You to Feel the Presence of Others.

Unexpected Monsters Await.※ If you lose your connection during battle, interrupt your game and regain
your connection. During the optional battle, you can collect the loot together with your allies. ※ The loot
received during a battle is shared among all users, not just the users that participated in the battle. In

other words, even if you die during the battle, your skill will retain its effect, and your equipment will be
shared among the users

An Online -asynchronous Browser Link for the Cell Phone

Elden Ring Key features:
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DICE A wonderful game that combines the freedom of sandbox games with a level playing field. Playing
between factions, you can experience adventures and encounters that you simply can't experience in
other action RPGs. =9/10 KOTAKU An action RPG with a great sense of freedom. Although the character
development system was not particularly interesting, this game was hard to put down, and the amount of
enjoyment it provides is beyond any imagination. Recommended. TRG D The charm of this game is
unmatched, and it delivers great gameplay that will hold your interest throughout the whole story. The
quality of the character expression art and sound are also excellent. =9/10 cquakegame.com An action
RPG that combines a wonderful sense of freedom and a sandbox-type setting. The game is full of action,
and I'm sure that, once you start playing, you won't be able to put it down. =9/10 gamechii.com An action
RPG with a great sense of freedom and a sandbox-type setting. Although it lacks a plot, the story is told in
fragments, and the graphic arts and sound are excellent. MAGIII An action RPG that combines a wonderful
sense of freedom with a sandbox-type setting. The game is full of action and, although it lacks a plot, the
story is told in fragments, and the graphic arts and sound are excellent. TRG D An action RPG with a great
sense of freedom. Although the character development system was not particularly interesting, this game
was hard to put down, and the amount of enjoyment it provides is beyond any imagination.
Recommended. R.R.7 An action RPG with a great sense of freedom. Although the character development
system was not particularly interesting, this game was hard to put down, and the amount of enjoyment it
provides is beyond any imagination. Recommended. Gamehaha Although there are no very strong
characters, the plot is told in fragments, and the game has a strong sense of freedom, making it easy to
put it down whenever you want. GAMEHAA Although there are no very strong characters, the plot is told in
fragments, and the game has a strong sense of freedom, making it easy to put it down whenever you
want. g4e.com Although there are no very strong characters, the plot is told in fragments, bff6bb2d33
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• A Variety of Maps of Deep and Romantic Designs Saturated in a sultry atmosphere of mysterious dread,
make your way to the depths of the Land of Eredane! Map: • Awaken a Land of Lustrous Beauty Explore
the wide world of the Lands Between in a world that is lush and packed with a variety of plant life, shiny
and mysterious in areas where not even a sun peeks out. Map: • Encounter a variety of Monsters, Dwarves,
and Others Explore the world of Tarnivia, a land that is filled with an endless number of complex designs,
and where you'll be able to battle monsters that grow more stronger as you increase your level. Map: •
Learn Battle Techniques to Battle Monsters Fight against powerful monsters in combat to increase your
level. By deepening the power and magic of your sword, you can find new and more exciting ways to fight.
Map: • A Dangerously Compelling Story A work of talent that creates a tale steeped in the realm of a
multitude of fragments, and a world where character action and dialog come to life. Map: Moral
development: • Enhanced Character Growth and Development Superbly completed in the game of growth
of your character. You will gain strength and magic in your character in a variety of ways, depending on
your play style. Gameplay • Character growth Your character will grow in the game in a variety of ways. By
making it bigger through monster attacks and combat, you'll be able to enjoy your character more and
more. • Magic and skills Magic can be learned in order to have a variety of specialized skills. The skills
learned in combat increase in combat experience. • Combat experience In combat, experience is gained in
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order to level up and become stronger. Experience is gained through fighting various monsters and by
defeating them in battle. • Crafting Crafting can be used to obtain a variety of items to increase your
character's power and strengthen your combat skills. • Magic By casting spells with a Mana, you can learn
a variety of magic and develop your magic skills. • Dungeons and battle Dungeon battles are made up of
various dungeons, with their own layouts and tendencies, scattered all around the world. • New weapons
and armor By equipping new weapons and armor, you can increase your combat skills and make your
character even stronger. Screen 1 New

What's new in Elden Ring:

Currently, the Korean version is available for download, the
Japanese version of the game will be released in Summer. We look
forward to being able to play it with the support of global players.

Please check out the game in its entirety on the Steam page:

The development team are available on:

ZANZIBAR +34 635 124 437 // info@zanzibar.com
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